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The following was presented ‘on the flip’ at 
the IOSH Offshore Group meeting Aberdeen 
15Dec16:

- UK LOLER and simple lifts
- Accident in Holland – is it simple of complex
- Ramifications
- Open Discussions
- IOSH CPD Vs. IPD



Lifting Operations Lifting Equipment 

Regulations 1998 (LOLER) :

- Prescriptive and Descriptive for ALL UK lifting Ops

- Identifies ‘Key’ requirements: competent’ people, 
appropriate equipment (suitably tested, adequate and 
marked etc.), risk identification and control (e.g. above, 
below, sideways, during operation and control of people)

- Works with other legislation e.g. PUWER 98



The ‘infamous’ Holland crane lift’ in 2015:

- Alphen a/d Rijn crane accident - moving a bridge centre 
section and fit in-situ from canal
- Watch the video of operation and discuss risks involved
- Examine Aftermath
- Discuss Investigation and provide video links
- Open Discussion and Lessons learned

http://www.heavyliftnews.com/n
ews/disaster-strikes-at-bridge-
installation-in-the-netherlands

Initial video of Accident is here:

http://www.heavyliftnews.com/news/disaster-strikes-at-bridge-installation-in-the-netherlands


Aftermath (Consequence):



Investigation details?
- Cheap and incompetent subcontractor with inadequate risk analyses and method statement

- Tandem and Marine based Lift are complex e.g. they used incorrect (land based) cranes 

- Light gusts of wind also had minor affect on the large upright flat bridge section

- During slewing, the ballast trim was incorrect, slow and adversatively affected by sudden weight shift

- Two different barges (pontoons) used with each barge affected differently by the weight shift 

- ‘Flexing’ of cranes masts of land based crane is different from marine ‘type’ cranes 

- Above factors contribute Instability of barge e.g. one barge angle different than the other  

- Resulting in barge angle too steep with one crane sliding off barge, pulling the second crane over

- No human fatalities (excl. a trapped dog) but minor injuries to people across road/behind houses

- Serious damages to buildings, roads, cranes and barge etc. 

- The individual manager is being prosecuted with those involved 

The website author (Mike Ponsonby) confirmed a little known fact: 96 Men, Women and Children have 

been Killed by Cranes and Lifting Operations Worldwide s Jan 14 – Aug 15. with 18 Killed in June and 

July 2015 alone. The Accident Investigation completed on behalf of the Dutch Safety Board shows 

multiple simulation with additional video footage here: http://www.orca-offshore.com/portfolio/alphen-ad-

rijn-crane-accident-technical-investigation/

http://www.orca-offshore.com/portfolio/alphen-ad-rijn-crane-accident-technical-investigation/


CPD Vs IPD
Remember to update your CPD or IPD & CPD or telephone membership 

services on: +44 (0)116 257 3198 for further clarity

CPD is about your skills, knowledge and expertise, and reflecting on what 

you've gained or achieved. All Chartered Fellows, Chartered Members, Graduate 
and Technical Members have to carry out CPD to safeguard their professional 
membership status. Affiliate and Associate Members are welcome to take part, but 
they don't have to. http://www.iosh.co.uk/MyIOSH/MyCPD.aspx

IPD records your qualifications and a clearly structured assessment procedure 

to measure your knowledge, commitment and experience. The procedure we use 
is called Initial Professional Development (IPD).Once you've been awarded 
Graduate membership you can enrol on the Initial Professional Development (IPD) 
scheme straight away. http://www.iosh.co.uk/MyIOSH/MyIPD/What-is-IPD.aspx

‘its all about 
‘reflection’….
. 

tel:+441162573198
http://www.iosh.co.uk/MyIOSH/MyCPD.aspx
http://www.iosh.co.uk/MyIOSH/MyIPD/What-is-IPD.aspx

